
GENERALIZED SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
AND THEIR LATERAL CONDITIONS

BY WILLIAM FEIIER

1. Introduction
The differential operator

(1.1) l aD + bD, a > O, dD ds

defined on an interval s < s < s. may be reduced to the form

(1.2) 92 aD, a > 0

by introducing a new variable x, namely, a solution of x 0. All solutions
of this differential equation are monotonic, and x is determined up to a linear
transformation. Putting

(1.3) m(x) a-(t) dt,
XO

we can further reduce ?I to a succession of two differentiations

(1.4) D,D.

It turns out that the canonical form (1.4) has considerable formal advantages
over (1.1).

It will be observed that (1.4) is much more general than (1.1). In fact, the
operator D,D is meaningful for an arbitrary strictly increasing function
m, not necessarily continuous or bounded. (See Section 2 for the definitions.)
This generalization introduces a remarkable simplification and unification of
the theory? It is usual to transform (1.1) in several arbitrary ways, but the
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One hs frequently to del with functions defined, in two contiguous intervals, by
two differential equations joined by so-called "transition conditions". In the new
notation such "system" reduces to one differential equation, nd no transition con-
ditions occur. For simple example define x nd m by

s for s < 0
(*) x(s) 2sfors > 0,

8.

Then (1.4) reduces to D when s < 0 nd D when s > 0, with the "transition con-
dition" Df(O) 1/2D+f(O). Interchanging x nd m in (*) leds to the same differential
system with the transition condition Df(O) D+f(O). A yearly crop of ppers devoted
to series expansions under conditions of this kind now becomes redundant, since the sme
general eigenfunction expansion is valid for all our operators. Moreover, due to the
intrinsic characterization of the operators (1.4), it is possible to write down 11 possible
transition conditions nd render them more plausible.
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scale x and the "canonical measure" m are essentially unique and intrinsically
related to the operator (1.4). The latter plays an important role in the
theory of the vibrating string, m representing the distribution of the actual
mass. With the new notation, strings with a positive mass concentrated at
individual points require no special treatment. As a matter of curiosity it is
possible to treat the motion of a continuous string with the entire mass con-
centrated at the rational points.

It is easy to understand why a treatment of differential operators in the
special form (1.1) is never satisfactory. The formal adjoint of (1.1) is given
by l*g D(ag) Ds(bg) provided the coefficients a and b are sufficiently
regular. Without this highly undesirable proviso no formal adjoint of the
form (1.1) exists. By contrast, no difficulties arise in connection with (1.4).
Considered as operator on functions continuous in an interval 1 -< x =</, it
admits of the formal adjoint [* D Din, which is an operator on measures.
(The true adjoint will be discussed in Section 13.)
A perhaps more familiar point of view consists in considering as an oper-

ator in the traditional Hilbert space Hm defined by the norm

f’-/(x) dm(x)II/I1 
1+

The operator then becomes formally self-adjoint. In Section 10 we shall
discuss how to make [ a true self-adjoint operator. In Section 11 we shall
take up the same problem for the more desirable (though less familiar)
Hilbert space over the closed interval/1 _-< x =< / when m is extended to
the boundaries by attributing a positive weight m to ; the norm in this
space is defined by

f2(1.6) f ]1 f [1 + m () + m2f2(/2).

The operators of the form (1.4) are still of a special form, and one is auto-
matically led to the study of the more general operator defined by If cf,
where c is a function. However, the class of operators of this type does not
admit of an elegant theory free of artificial restrictions. A more natural class
may be obtained as follows. Let k be a solution of the differential equation

(.7) + c 0.

In any interval not containing a zero of b we may define a new operator [ by

1 f(1.8) 9A f D k2D

A continuous diffusion process in which the total mss is t ny time concentrated
in the set of rtionls ws discussed by Feller nd McKen [4]. It is noteworthy thut in
this case the parabolic partial differential equation Du DmDu is equivalen o an in-

finite system of ordinary differential equations.
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(precise definitions are postponed to Section 2). It turns out (see Section 5)
that

(1.9) f If + cf D, Df - cf.
Thus - c may be reduced to the form , but operators of this form are

more general. An arbitrary continuous b ) 0 defines an operator (de-
pending on m). /f p has a derivative D p’, then

1(1.10)

implying that each f in the domain of ?I possesses a derivative D f f’. If
p’ is continuously differentiable with respect to m, then (1.10) reduces further
to (1.9) with

(1.11)

If ’ is of bounded variation (without Dm h’ existing), the coefficient c can no
longer be expressed as a function, but an integrated version of (1.9) remains
valid:for each open subinterval

(1.12) (I f) dm= Df b-f.db’.
Xl

It is thus seen that operators of the form (1.8) give a meaning to the notion
of If - cf for the case where c is, say, a Dirac function. They permit us to
treat, for example, a vibrating string with an elastic force acting at a single
point just as if the coefficients were continuous. However, the operators
are more general than the integrated version (1.12) of Dm D -}- c, and more
easy to treat than DD c.

After these explanatory remarks we may describe the,main contents of this
paper as follows. Suppose we are given a (not necessarily finite) interval
I: (g, 2) and in it a strictly increasing function m (i.e. a positive measure),
not necessarily bounded at the endpoints/. Furthermore, we suppose given
in I a continuous function > 0. With these data we define an operator

Such is the case for defined by 2(x) 1 x As an illustrative example con-
sider the operator t with this and m(x) x (- < x < ). A trivial calculation

Df(x) for each x 0. At the origin both f and D(f-1) must beshows that
continuous, i.e. for each f in the domain of

l, f(x) f" (x) x 0
(**)

f+(0) f-(0) f(0),

while the value of f at the origin is defined by continuity. Now (**) is equivalent
to (1.12) with the Dirac function at the origin: the integral on the left equals
f’(x) f’(xx) if (x x:) does not include the origin, but equals f’(x) f’(x) f(O)
if x < 0 < x. Observe that / in no way involves discontinuous functions, and that
its theory is trivially reducible to special operators of the form D,, D.
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It as in (1.8). Observe that is a solution of the differential equation
0. The most general solution of this equation is defined by

(1.13) (x) t (x) b-(s) ds + ]. b(x), Xo e I

where/cl and ]c are constants. Such a can have at most one zero, and in
any interval not containing it, we have

In other words, our operator is completely determined by the interval I, the
measure m, and the two-parametric family of functions annihilated by it.
The representation in the form (1.8) is therefore essentially unique.

Operators 9At of this sort are a natural generalization of the familiar second
order differential operators. It is the purpose of this paper to show that the
classical Sturm-Liouville and other theories carry over in a natural way
leading to a theory which is simpler and more uniform.

Before reviewing the main results of the paper we remark that the general
operators I are by no means more complicated than the operators I of the
special form (1.4). In fact (see Section 4), each operator 9.I can be mapped
onto a "related" operator Dr D in such a way that no special theory is required.
For all intents and purposes it suffices therefore to study operators of the
special form (1.4). Their analysis simplifies greatly in consequence of their
pleasing property that ?If > 0 implies the convexity of f.

In Section 3 we introduce a boundary classification. The boundary points
which we call active correspond to the Grenzkreis type in tI. Weyl’s now
classical disjunction (see [7]). However, we subdivide Weyl’s Grenzpunkt
type by introducing the notion of semiactive boundaries. This subclass is
introduced for the discussion of bounded solutions and has no bearing or
meaning when the Hilbert space norm (1.5) is adopted (which explains why

The operator a D b D c, a > 0, has the two obvious properties: (1) it is of
local character, (2) the minimum property: if f and 9f are continuous in a neighborhood
of x0 and f >= O, f(xo) 0, then 9f(xo) >= O. It has been shown that the most general
operator with these properties has the form of I except for the possible presence of
singular points at which reduces to a first order operator. If condition (2) is replaced
by the stronger requirement that at a place of a local minimum x0 always 9f(Xo) >= 0
(i.e. if the hypothesis f(xo) be deleted), then [ is of the special form .l of (1.4). (Cf.
[1] and [2].)
A point x0 is nonsingular if the equation 9 0 admits near x0 of two independent

solutions. If is such a solution and (x0) 0, the right side in (1.13) defines (x) near
and at x0 by continuity. If has two or more zeros, so does each solution of 0,
but the connection (1.13) remains valid.

The condition that > 0 introduced in the present paper is a restriction introduced to
avoid going into the complex domain. The most general operator without singular
points is obtained by permitting to have zeros, but requiring that the right side in
(1.13) remain meaningful. Near a zero of one has then to use the representation
9 9A, or use a complex solution i which is utomticlly free of zeros.
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it does not occur in the Weyl-Stone theory). It goes without saying that the
type of a boundary point is preserved under the above mentioned mapping of

onto D D.
To continue, consider first the Hilbert space theory with norm (1.5). For

each fixed h the simple mapping f -- f-i carries a pair f*, F* satisfying

(1.15) hE* It F* f*
into a pair f, F satisfying

(1.16) XF D, D F f,

and the mapping is isometric: f* lira f [],. Accordingly, as far as Hil-
bert space theory is concerned, it suffices to study the equation (1.16).

In Section 8 it is shown that for each h > 0 there exists a positivity pre-
serving linear transformation @x of norm =< 1 carrying each f eH into a
@x f F eH satisfying (1.16). The solution of (1.16) is unique except when
at least one boundary is active. In: each case the range R of @x is inde-
pendent of ; the operators @ and /R (the restriction of to R) are self-
adjoint, @ ( /R)-. (Here I D, D.)

In Section 10 we study arbitrary symmetric bounded linear transformations
@x such that F @x f satisfies (1.16) for each f e H. For a fixed we de-
scribe the most general possible range of such a transformation by appropriate
"boundary conditions." Conversely, given a possible range R (i.e. admissible
boundary conditions), we show that to each > o there corresponds a @, whose
range coincides with R. Also we find conditions for @x to be positive or to
have norm _-< -. Both @x and I/R are self-adjoint operators. This
analysis corresponds to, and amplifies, the well-known discussion in Chapter
X of Stone’s treatise [6], but uses simpler methods. (A treatment of un-
symmetric operators could proceed .following the methods in Section 12.)
New light is shed on the classical boundary conditions in Section 11, where

we treat the same problem in the enlarged Hilbert space over the closed in-
terval 1, fl] with norm (1.6). The preceding analysis applies and analogous
results hotd except that we get a new type of boundary conditions. On in-
spection it is seen that they in reality amount to adefinition of the operator
at the boundary, and that no boundary conditions in the ordinary sense occur
as long as the points of the boundary carry a positive weight. The classical
boundary conditions are obtained as a degenerate limiting case of this defi-
nition of I when m --+ 0.

[The Hilbert space theory is contained in Theorem 8.1 and Sections 10, 11.
Sections 9, 12-13 have no relation to it, and in the introductory sections all

In a disguised form these new boundary conditions occur in the literature as "time
dependent" or "h-dependent" boundary conditions. They now require no special
treatment. The same boundary Conditions for continuous and for measure-solutions
were discussed in [3].
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parts referring to boundedness may be omitted. For the spectral analysis see
McKean [5]. 7]
As usual in analysis, the Hilbert space approach leads to the most elegant

results. However, our differential operators play an important role in prob-
ability theory, the heat conduction, etc., and it is therefore unavoidable to con-
sider them as operators on set functions and on continuous functions. A
satisfactory theory can be developed, but new problems arise.
For most purposes it is natural to use the space C of functions continuous in

the closed interval I with the traditional norm

(1.17) ]]fl] sup If(x)I.

This norm lends itself splendidly for the study of l, but not equally well for
t. As in the case of the Hilbert space Hm, there exists (see Section 8) for
each h > 0 a positive transformation @x from C to C such that for each f e C
the transform F @x f has a norm F --< },-1 f II. However, the mapping
which connects (1.15) and (1.16) is no longer norm-preserving. It takes the
space C into the Banach space C of functions such that f-1 is continuous in
the closed interval, C being metrized by the norm

(1.18) f ll f-I sup f(x)b(x) I.
Thus all theorems concerning (1.16) and the classical norm f translate into
equivalent theorems concerning (1.15) and the norm (1.18). The following
theorem (proved in Section 9) is therefore of interest:

In order that the equation (1.15) admit for each f* e C a solution F* e C such
that F* <-- f* It, it is necessary and sucient that b be convex upward.

By analogy with Sections 10-11 we treat in Section 12 the most general
boundary conditions for transformations from C to C inverting . How-
ever, while in the case of the Hilbert space norm (1.5) it was natural to re-
strict the theory to symmetric operators, the requirement of symmetry is
meaningless in C. Accordingly, we study arbitrary transformations, and we

McKen considers only Green function transformations and symmetric boundary
conditions introduced in [3] and guaranteeing the boundedness of the solutions of (1.16).
The mppings of Section 4 automatically extend his results to all transformations from
H to tI, provided each boundary condition involves only one boundary point (see Note
3 to Theorem 8.1). The newer type boundary conditions applying to the enlarged space. require only a redefinition of the Green function on the boundary, and thus Mc-
Kean’s analysis could be extended to them by obvious modifications.

Actually several norms are equally applicable to each of the equations (1.15) and
(1.16). For example, for l DmDx in the interval 0 < x < the norm Ilfllx
sup f(x)x-ll is fully as good as (1.17).

I owe this observation to H. P. McKean, Jr. If is convex upward, so is each
positive satisfying 0. In the special case of operators I I + c the con-
vexity of is equivalent to c =< 0.
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encounter new "boundary conditions" depending on global functionals, and not
only on the boundary.

Section 13 deals with the transformations on measures which are adjoint to
the transformations constructed in Section 12. We discover here that in
general the adjoint * to I need not be a differential operator.1 For * to be
of local character it is necessary and sufficient that the boundary conditions
for [ do not involve global functionals, that is, they have to be of the type of
the boundary conditions discussed in Section 11 for H. [Sections 12-13 are
independent of Sections 10-11.]

It may be observed that the results of Sections 8-13 can be rephrased in the
terminology of semigroups. In fact, saying that the transformations @x have,
for }, > },0, a common range R is equivalent to saying that the restriction
.I/R generates a semigroup.11

2. Definitions and preparations
In a fixed open interval I:(1, fl) (where _-< 1 </ -< we suppose

given a strictly increasing function m, which is continuous to the right" re(x)
m(x -). One should conceive of m(x) as the measure of the half-open in-
terval [tl, x], and the notation using measures and derivatives of measures is
really preferable for our purposes, but it seems less popular. We call m the
canonical measure for our operators. Needless to say that re(x) is finite for
ech x, but m need not be bounded near the endpoints . (When 2 < ,
m( -) < , it is possible, and often desirable, to enlarge the interval I by
adding to it the point carrying a positive weight m2.)

If m happens to be continuous, the interval I can be referred to m, instead of
x, as a scale parameter. In this case the right derivative of f with respect to
m is defined, as usual, by

(2.1) D+ f(x) lim f(x - h) -f(x)
o m(x + h) m(x)"

In the general case we keep this definition at each point of continuity of m.
(It is clear that at such points m(x + h) in the denominator may be replaced
by m(x - h -) without affecting the limit.) At points of discontinuity we

10 The contents of Sections 12 and 13 are a generalization, but also a great simpli-
fication, of the developments in [3] concerning operators of the special type (1.1). Un-
fortunately, a notational confusion has introduced an error into [3], which is explained
below in footnote 20.

Added in proof. While the present paper was in press the author has received a recent
paper [8] by A. D. Ventcelj in which the error mentioned above is pointed out and cor-
rected for operators of the special form D, D. In the text we treat lateral conditions
for more general operators and also for the case when the Hilbert space norm is used
and/or the requirement of positivity is dropped. All results of [3] are superseded by the
present paper except that here we refrain from using the terminology of semigroups.

11 On the generation of semigroups by restrictions of operators and the abstract defi-
nition of boundary conditions see [3].
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replace the denominator by the increment of m. over the closed interval
[x, x - hi. Then

(2.2) Df(x) f(x+) f(x-)
re(x+) re(x-)

is not only the right, but also the left, derivative at x. For a derivative
D f to exist it is necessary that f be continuous with respect to m, lumps being
permitted at points of discontinuity of m.
As usual D exists if D+ D The derivative D, is defined by (2.1) and

(2.2), respectively, at points of continuity and discontinuity of m.
When no confusion can arise, we shall occasionally simplify the notation

by inconsistently using the symbol D in the meaning of: either .D+ or D
even if D+ D or if only one is defined. (Thus it is clear that when x 2
is substituted in D f we should read D f(/).)
We agree that in some interval I0 the function f can belong to the domain

of the operator Dm D only if the one-sided derivatives f+ D+f and f D-f
exist everywhere and are continuous with respect to m. The value of DDf is
then defined at each point where the derivative exists. The definition of
[ Dm Dx will be completed by specifying the domain: in connection with the
space C of continuous functions we shall require that D Df e C; when the
Hilbert space norm (1.5) is used, we shall naturally require that F Df be
absolutely continuous with respect to m and D F I1 < o. Under any
circumstances

(2.3) lf.dm f-() f+(a).
+,

Note. It is best to conceive of f’, which is a function of bounded variation,
as inducing a signed measure. The operator D then changes point func-
tions into set functions, and D (a Radon-Nikodym derivative) changes the
measure back into a point function. The formal adioint DD operates on
set functions, and D maps a set function into a point function.
Coming to notations it will be noticed that, as usual, 0 and x denote not

only numbers, but also the obvious functions. However, to avoid confusion,
we shall use the symbol 1 to denote the function which equals 1 everywhere.

Existence of solutions. Let c be a real function such that

f lcl dm <

for each subinterval I0 of I. For arbitrarily prescribed constants ]cl, k2 the
classical method of successive approximations shows that there exists a unique
function u defined throughout I and satisfying almost everywhere (m) the
differential equation

(2.4) D D u cu

with the initial conditions
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u+(f) ..(2.5) u() ,
More precisely,

(2.6) u(x) kl + k2/+ ds cu dm.

In fact, putting u() (x) /1 -t- .(x f) and

(2.7) (’+(x) l nt- lc(z ) -I- d c(’ dm

ig is seen by induction hat

(2.8) u(+l)(x) u()(x) =< ds c u(’) u(’-) i.dm

<= K.q
provided Ix ] < where is chosen so that

+
(2.9) 2o_ c din < q < 1.

It follows ghat ( converges in ghe ingerval ( , B -t- ) uniformly go a
solugion of (2.6), and ghe argument shows at ghe same gime thag 0 is ghe

onlg solution when k /. 0. This solution can be continued by the
same procedure go an arbitrary subinterval of I.

3. Minimal solutions. Classification of boundaries

Consider the operator defined by (1.8) where h > 0 is continuous in
I" (, .). A function satisfies / 0 if, and only if,

(3.1) (/)’= const.

Note that this relationship is really symmetric in and since in each interval
not containing a zero of

(3.2) 2(/), 2(/),.

The ratio $/b is necessarily monotonic, and hence $ can have at most one zero.

LEMMA 3.1. Among the functions satisfying (3.1) (or, what amounts to
the same, (1.13)) there exists one, ., such that

(3.3) , (s) ds

for each e I. Each solution of (3.1) which is not a multiple of , satisfies

,(x)(3.4) -(s) ds < , (x)
0 as x --

provided (x) 0 for x > .
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We shall say that , is minimal at/2. The solution which is minimal at
1 is defined in like manner.

Proof. Let be a solution of (3.1) which is independent of . It is seen
from (1.13) that as x --(3.5) (x)-l(x)

for some (and therefore for each)/ e I. Because of symmetry this statement
holds also when and are interchanged. Since it is impossible that both
h-1 and -1 tend to , it follows that the minimal solution, if it exists,
is determined up to a constant multiplier. On the other hand, if the integral
in (3.5) converges, put

Then (x)l(x) -or the solution defined by (3.6) is minimal. The lemma is proved.
(Note that may be minimal both at/1 and/2. In this case for each

solution of (3.1) which is independent of , the ratio /b is monotonic and
goes from - to . On the other hand, if the solutions ,1 and ,2 which
are minimal at/1 and/2, respectively, are independent, both may be taken
as positive, and there exist then infinitely many positive solutions of (3.1).)

DEFINITION 3.1. Let b > 0 be continuous in I. A solution , of ?Iv 0, 0
will be called minimal at 2 if (3.3) holds.

DEFINITION 3.2. Let , be minimal for ?Iv at 2, and let be any solution
of v 0 which is independent of ,.

The endpoint 2 will be called active for ?Iv if for some (and consequently for
each) e I

(3.7) 4) dm

A nonactive endpoint fl. will be called semiactive if

(3.s)

Each solution being a linear combination of and ,, it is clear that this
definition does not depend on the choice of . The definition applies to the
left boundary with the integrals extended over (/1, t).

In the case of the simple operator ?I D D we can put

,(x)
(3.9)

,(x)

The endpoint is active for t D, D if, and only if,
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(3.10) X

It is semiactive if the integral in (3.10) diverges but

(3.11) (. x) dm(x) <

(a.12) din(z) <

in case

in case , .
Obviously the first inequality in (3.11) is equivalent to12

(3.13) m(y) dy <

zt. Re]cted operators
Let h > 0 be continuous in I: (fl, ). For a fixed e I define a function
by

(4.1) (x) b-(s) ds.

This maps I onto an interval I*" ( ), and in it we define a monotone
right-continuous function () by

(4.2) tt() (s) din(s)

where x stands for the point mapped on . In I* we define the operator

(4.3) * D, D.
We shall say that (, I) and (l*, I*) are related by the transformation (4.1)
(4.2). Needless to say that this term will be employed also if is replaced
by a linear function kl A- k2, say, - (cf. (4.9)).

12 In [3] u classification of boundaries was introduced for operators of the special type
aD -4- bD. It was intended for the study of boundedness and/or integrability of
solutions, and did not pay attention %o the Hilbert space norm (1.5). This classifica-
tion may be carried over to our more general operators ? =Dm D. It is based only on
the criteria (3.11) and (3.12), and according to it f2 is for t

regular if 2 < m(-) <
exit if not regular, < , and (3.11) holds;
entrance not regular, . , and (3.12) holds;
natural otherwise.

Thus:
regular if < ,m(2-) <

an active 2 is exit if 2 < , m(2-)
(entrance if f

if 2 <
a semiactive 2 is

[entrance if 32 .
A 2 which is neither active nor semiactive is natural, and conversely.
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To each function f continuous on I we let correspond a function ]* defined
on I* by means of the inverse mapping to (4.1) as f* f b-, i.e. by

(4.4)

Clearly

(4.5)

in the obvious sense. The following theorem is now trivially verified"

THEOREM 4.1. For each f

(4.6) , f* l d ff dm.

If F [ F f, then hF* [*F* f*. With the norms introduced by
(1.17), (1.18) we have

(4.7) f* f II.
In particular, * 1 and 0 implies ?I** 0. Recalling that

is minimal for at & if, and only if, for each solution of f 0 which
is independent of the ratio (x)/-(x) -+ 0 as x --+ ., we get

LEMMA 4.1. The mapping f f* carries solutions of I 0 into solutions
of ** O, and the property of minimality is preserved.

The type of the boundary & for 9d depends on the integral (3.7), i.e. on
the behavior of m near the endpoint &. To investigate the relationship
between the types of and * we must therefore replace the interval I by
a subinterval (, f) and apply the mapping to it. The convergence of all
integrals occurring in the ,criterion then depends only on a vicinity of the right
endpoint, and (4.6) together with Lemma 4.1 show directly the truth of

THEOREM 4.2. The endpoint is for I of the same type (active, semiactive,
or neither) as the endpoint is for I*.

Note that 0 may admit of. several positive solutions in which case

l [ (see Theorem 5.1). Thus [ may be mapped in several ways on
operators of the simpler type D, D. (Under any circumstances different
such mappings are available in each proper subinterval of i, and in particular,
for neighborhoods of the endpoints.) For example, in (0, oo)

(4.8) D, D f x-D,, xD(fx-).

Thus the operator ?I D,D in (0, oo is related to the operator of the same type

* D, D by means of

f-(4.9) x-, () s din(s).
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Here f*() f(-1)$, and the endppint corresponds to 0. This transforma-
tion enables us always to reduce the study of the behavior of solutions near a
boundary 2 to the neighborhood13 of O.

5. A basic identity and its corollaries

We suppose that in the interval I the monotonic function m and the con-
tinuous > 0 are given; we consider the operator / defined by (1.8) and
other operators of the same type obtained by varying while keeping m fixed.

LEMMA 5.1. Let U > 0 and V be functions such that U and IV exist
and are continuous in !. Then

(5.1) U. 9.I V V. 9.I U U. 9V.

Proof. For each subinterval (a,/) of I we have

(5.2) u.+ r.d, U-. {(V/)’ },

where the prime indicates differentiation with respect to the variable of
integration. A simple integration by parts leads hence to

(5.3)

This is the integrated zersion of (5.1), and the lemma is proved.

THEOREM 5.1. If is a positive solution of I: O, then

(5.4)

(That is to say, the representation (1.8) has an intrinsic character, independ-
ent of the choice of the null-solution k.)

Proof. Set U in (5.1).

LEMMA 5.2. We have

(5.5) I V cV ?Iv V where c U-. I U.

In particular" given an arbitrary integrable function c, in the neighborhood of
any point it is possible to reduce the operator I c to the form v involving the
same canonical measure m.

1 In the terminology of [3] explained in the preceding footnote this means that an
exit boundary may be transformed into an entrance boundary, and vice versa. A theoreIn
such as "at an exit boundary a solution of Xu /u 0 approaches a finite limit" is
equivalent to "at an entrance boundary the ratio u(x)/x approaches a finite limit" etc.
This may serve to explain the formal advantages and simplicity of the present approach.
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Proof. Divide (5.1) by. U to obtain (5.5). We are free to choose U as a
solution of I U cU 0 (see Section 2 concerning its existence).

LEMMA 5.3. (Wronski identity). If hui ui O, where i 1, 2 and
is a constant, then

(5.6) u(u2/ul)’= const.

In particular, hu D,, Dx u 0 implies
(5.7) ul u2 u ul const.

Proof. Clearly (5.6) is a special case of (5.3). When ul and us are differ-
entiable with respect to x, then (5.6) reduces o (5.7). [Note that (5.7) holds
both for the right and the left derivative.]

6. The homogeneous equation
For simplicity of exposition we first consider the reduced operator I of

(1.4) in an interval I:- ’=< tl < x < t =< . We are interested in solu-
tions u of the equation

(6.1) u D u’ 0, > 0

defined throughout I; here is a constant.
For an arbitrary point e I there exists (see Section 2) a solution u satis-

fying the initial conditions u() 1, u+() 0. Remembering that Dm u > 0
implies that u’ increases, i.e. that u is convex, we see that u

_
1. It follows

from Lemma 5.2 that the operator }, Dm Dx is identical with the reduced
operator ?Iu, and we can apply Lemma 3.1 to conclude that there exist solu-
tions u, and u, of (6.1) which are minimal, respectively, at B1 and . For
each e I we have then

fB f2 -2(X) dx(6.2) -(x) x u,?*

Near/2 the solution u,2 is positive, and hence convex. If it were increasing,
there should exist an > 0 such that u,(x) > s(x a) for x > a, which
contradicts the condition that the second integral in (6.2) diverges for each .
Thus u, is positive and decreasing near this implies that u, is convex and
decreasing throughout I. We have thus

THEOreM 6.1. For each > 0 the equation u u 0 admits of two
positive convex solutions u, and u,2 such that u, while u, throughout the
interval I, and that (6.2) holds.

(This condition determines the solutions up to a multiplicative coastant.
We shall say that u, is minimal at .)
The remaining part of this section is devoted to a study of the solutions

near/., and the interval (B,/.) may be replaced by an arbitrary subinterval
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(, ). Needless to say that the !eft boundary is subject to the same analysis.
Integrate (6.1) to get

(6.3) u+(x) u+() - u dm, < x.
+

For a positive, decreasing u the left side is 0 while the integrand is > 0.
Accordingly -u+() is an upper bound for the integral for all x > . We
have thus

LEMMA 6.1.

(6.4)

For each positive decreasing solution u of (6.1) and each

udm < .
This lemma applies, in particular, to the solution u, minimal at and will

be used prominently in the next section.
For the reader’s convenience we shall first take up the case < and

reduce the case to it. However, this separation is by no means
necessary, and the case can be treated directly by means of the simple
estimates here used for . < .

Consider again the solution u of (6.1) satisfying the initial conditions
u(/) 1, u+() 0. It is obvious from (6.3) that u+(x) > ),{m(x) m()}
for each x > . Therefore u+ can be integrable over (, ) only if

(6.5) > {m(x) m(fl)} dx ( y) dm(y).

On the other hand, (6.3) shows that

(6.6) u+(x) < Xu(x){re(x) m()}, x > ,
and therefore (6.5) implies that log u has an integrable derivative. In other
words, u remains bounded at . if, and only if, (6.5) holds. Remembering
that every solution of (6.1) is a linear combination of u and u, we see that in
this case all solutions of (6.1) remain bounded at .
Suppose now that m remains bounded at ., that is, suppose < and

m(.-) < . Then (6.5) holds, and each solution u remains bounded.
Moreover, in view of (6.3) the derivative u+(x) approaches a finite limit u-()
as x -- .. In this case the boundary point . may be treated just as an in-
terior point, and the classical method of successive approximations (see Sec-
tion 2) shows that to arbitrary constants A, B there exists exactly one solution
of (6.1) such that

(6.7) u(f) A, u-(/) B.

In particular, u,(.) 0 and u;.() < 0.
Next suppose that m(.-) but that (6.5) holds. We have seen that

in this case all solutions u remain bounded at . From (6.3) we see that
u+(x) ---> o for each increasing u, and therefore no solution u independent of
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u,. has a bounded deriva.tive; in particular, there does not exist a positive
decreasing solution independent of u,2. It is clear from (6.4) that u,2() 0.
For the sake of completeness we show that u;2() < 0. Because of the con-
vexity of u, we have u,(s)(.-s)-1 < -u+,(s) < -u,+.() for each s > ,
and hence we conclude from (6.3) that

(6.s) u$(x) > u$() 1- x ( s) dm(

We may choose so close to that the integral in (6.5) is smaller than (2k)-.
lU+ /axThen -u$(x) > ,p) for each x > fl, and hence

-u() > - ,p > 0,
as asserted.

Finally, when (6.5) does not hold, each solution u independent of u, is
unbounded at &, while (6.4) implies that u,() u;() 0.

Recalling Definition 3.2 we can summarize these findings in the following
theorem (only part (i) has a bearing on the Hilbert space approach).

THEOREM 6.2. Let fl <
(i) If fl is active (that is, if m(e-) < ), each solution u of (6.1) and its

derivative u+ approach finite limits at . Exactly one u satisfies the terminal
condition (6.7), and hence there exist independent positive decreasing solutions.
For the minimal u, we have u,(.) 0 and uT() O.

(ii) If e is semiactive (that is, m(e-) but (6.5) holds), each u is
bounded at but u’(x) -- as x -- fl except if u is a multiple of u, The
latter is the only positive decreasing solution and u,(e) O, 0

(iii) If is neither active nor semiactive, then u,(B) u-(.) O. Each
u independent of u, is unbounded.

It has been pointed out in Section 4 that the transformation (4.9) permits
us to reduce the case/ to the case <: . Without loss of generality
we may suppose 1 < 0 < te . Then (4.9) carries the boundary point

for DmD into the left endpoint 0 for D, D, and the type of the boundary
does not change. There exists in (0, ) a one-to-one correspondence between
the solutions u of ku -DmDu 0 and the solutions u* of),u* D,Du* 0
established by the relation u*() u(-l). Applying the last theorem to
u* and reading it in terms of u we have

THEOREM 6.3. Let fie
(i) If is an active boundary (that is, if x dm< ), then for each solu-

tion u of (6.1)

(6.9) u(x) Ax - B + o(1), x--*

where A and B are constants. To prescribed A, B there exists exactly one solu-
tion u satisfying the terminal condition (6.9). The minimal solution u, B > O.

(ii) If is semiactive (i.e. x dm but x dm < ) then for each
solution u which is near increasing
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(6.10) x-u(x) -- A < but Ax u(x) --The minimal solution u, $ B > 0, and no solution independent of u, is bounded
at .

(iii) If ]x dm , then u, $ O. For each solution u independent of u,
we have x-lu(x) --+ -4-.

In reality the last two theorems can be formulated jointly using the nota-
tion (3.9). With this notation, however, the formulation applies at once to
the more general operator It of (1.8). A glance at Theorem 4.1 and Lemma
4.1 will show that the last two theorems are a special case of the following
(which, for brevity, we state explicitly only for active boundaries).

THEOREM 6.4.

(6.11)

The equation

hu -lD,(b2D(u-l)) O, h>O

admits of two independent positive solutions u,i such that (6.2) holds.
Let be a solution of 1t 0 which is at 2 positive but not minimal, and let, be the solution of lt , 0 which is minimal at 2 Then:
If ,. is active, for each solution u of (6.11)

u(x) A(x) u(x)
---+ A,(6.12)

(x)

where A and B are constants. To arbitrarily prescribed A, B there exists exactly
one u satisfying (6.12). In particular u,. -1 -+,0.

(The parts of Theorems 6.2-6.3 relating to nonactive boundaries can be
translated in like manner.)

It follows in particular that when is active

(6.13) u dm<

for each solution u of (6.11). In other words, if/ is active for ?It, it is active
also for h !)/t. The corresponding statement for classical differential
operators was formulated by H. Weyl [7].

7. Green functions

As before let k > 0 be continuous in the open interval I: (1 ). We recall
from Lemma 5.3 that for any two solutions of ,u ?It u 0 we have

u(u/u2)’= const.

and this constant is zero only if ul and u are dependent.

DEFINITION 7.1. For fixed h let u and u2 be two independent solutions of
hu ?It u 0 normed by the condition

(7.1) u.(ul/u)’= 1.
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The Green function Gx for (It, I) corresponding to the ordered pair ul, u2
is the function of two varidbles defined by

(u(x)u(y) for < x < y <
(7.2) Gx(x, Y)

(u.(x)u(y) for 1 < y < x < fl.

We denote by @ the transformation which taes a function defined in I into
the function F @ f defined for x e I by

(7.3) F(x) Gx(x, y)f(y) din(y),

the domain of @x consisting of those f for which the integral exists in the sense of
absolute convergence.

The Green function G and the transformation @ will be called minimal if
u is minimal at the boundary fis i 1, 2. (Cf. Theorem 6.1.)

The basic mapping described in Section 4 takes the operator t into the
operator * Dr D defined in an interval I*" (, *). The variable x becomes
a function of , and the solutions us are mapped into solutions us of

(7.4) },u D D u 0,

where u () u,(x)/b,(x).
The norming condition (7.1) can be rewritten as

or

(7.6) u..D ul ul"D u* 1.

Thus the ordered pair ul u2 satisfies the norming condition (7.1) relative to
the operator ?1", and we can form the Green function G corresponding to
(I*, I*), namely

l*u ()u(7) for < < n <*
(7.7) G (, 7) 1.

(u ()u. (7) for <, < < .
It induces the transformation @ taking f* into the function F* defined by

(7.8) f; G(, n)f*(n) dz(v).F*()

A simple inspection shows now that the function F* defined in I* by (7.8) is
identical with the image F/b of F @x f under the mapping (4.4). We have
thus the simple but useful

THEOREM 7.1. The mapping of Section 4 taking the operator ?It into the
related operator I* DrD induces an isomorphism between the corresponding
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transformations @ and @
for l*.

If @ is minimal for , then @*x is minimal

Consequently, we may restrict further consideration to operators of the
simple form Dm D and reformulate all results for the general t. The
advantage of considering only the operator .I is merely formal: the formulas
become more pleasing to the eye, and the argument is more intuitive due to
the fact that the positive solutions of },u u 0 are convex.

THEOREM 7.2. Let G be a Green function for ?I D,D and I:
formed by means of two solutions u such that ul is increasing and u. decreasing.
Then

(i) Each bounded continuous f is mapped into a bounded continuous F such
that
(7.9) hE D F’ f.
Furthermore,
(7.10) 0_-<f-< 1 implies 0 <- k F <- 1.

(ii) If f is square integrable with respect to m, then F is bounded and abso-
lutely continuous with respect to m; the equation (7.9) holds m-almost everywhere,
and

(7.11) X F dm <-

Proof. We have

(7.12) F(x) u(x)
2

+
f(y)u2(y) dm(y) + u.(x) f(y)u(y) dm(y).

The solutions u being monotonic, it follows directly from Lemma 6.1 that the
integrals converge absolutely for each bounded f. For the special choice
f 1 we get, remembering that u+u2 u u2

+ 1 and the monotonicity of u,

hF(x) u(x) du2(y)’ + u2(x) du(y)
xA-(7.13)

1 - u(x)u() u2(x)u+() <= 1.

This proves (7.10).
If f is continuous and m has a continuous derivative with respect to x, then

(7.12) may be differentiated formally to obtain

(7.14) F+(x) u+(x) f(y)u2(y) dm(y) A- u+(x) f(y)u(y) dm(y).
+

To verify the general validity of (7.14) denote the right hand member by
q(x). A simple integration by parts shows that

(7.15) [ q(x) dx F() F(a),
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showing that F+ equals almost everywhere a derivative of F. The right con-
tinuity of implies that F+ everywhere. Now each term in (7.14) is
continuously differentiable with respect to m; remembering that Dmu+
,u and u+ u2

+
u2 ul 1, w see that differentiation of (7.14) leads to (7.9).

This proves the first part of the theorem.
Suppose that f is square integrable. Lemma 6.1 implies that u is square

integrable over each interval (x, f.), and therefore the first integral in (7.12)
converges absolutely. A similar argument applies to the second integral,
and a trivial modification of the above reasoning shows the validity of (7.13)
and the assertion relative to (7.9). It remains to prove (7.11). Now by
Schwarz’ inequality and (7.10)

X:F(x) X Gx(x, y)f(y) din(y) Gx(x, y) dm(y)
(7.16)

y)f (y) dm(y).< Gx(x,

Integrate this inequality with respect to m using Fubini’s theorem. Since
Gx is symmetric, a renewed application of (7.10) leads to (7.11). The
theorem is proved.

8. The minimal transformation

In this section h is an arbitrary positive number.

EOREM 8.1. Let H be the Hilbert space defined by (1.5). Let Gx be the
minimal Green function for the operator D D and the interval

I: ( < x < ).

The corresponding transformation x of (7.3) is a symmetric, self-joint
transformation with norm x -. Its domain is the entire Hilbert
spe H, and its range R is defined as follows:

(i) If neither 1 nor is active, the range R coincides with the set A of all
functions F such that F exists m-almost everywhere and both F and F are
square integrable (m).

(ii) If is tive, the range R is the subset of A consisting of those functions
for which

F(x) 0 as x if , <
(S.)

F(x) o(z]) asxi if[ .
In other words, for arbitrary f e H there exists extly one solution F e R q(

hF F f. The restriction of to R is a self-adjoint operator.
Note. It is clear from Theorem 7.1 that the present theorem applies
4 Strictly speaking we are dealing with the restriction of x to H, (and, similarly, in

the next theorem with the restriction to C). It seems foolish, however, to introduce a
new letter in each case.
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equally to arbitrary operators ?I, the general formulation of the boundary
condition (8.1) being: if is active, then

(8.2) F(x) o((x)) as x-- fit

where is an arbitrary solution of 0 which is positive but not minimal at. The range R is independent of ), and thus @x is the resolvent of I if no
boundary is active, and the resolvent of the restriction I/R otherwise. The
range R is obviously dense in the Hilbert space

Proof. By Theorem 7.2 the transformation @x is positive, symmetric,
and has Hm for domain. It is therefore self-adjoint. The inequality (7.11)
implies @x lira =< h-1. We next show that the range of @x is contained
in R. This statement is tautological if neither boundary is active. Suppose,
then, that 2 is active. Formula (7.12) applies with u standing for the solu-
tion u. which is minimal at fl. By Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 the the solution
ul is square integrable over (, 2), and therefore the first integral in (7.12)
approaches 0 as x -- . while the second remains bounded. If . , then
Ul is bounded and u -- 0 as x-+ . If f , then u O(x) and
u2 0(1). In the first case F(x) -- O, in the second F(x) 0(1), as asserted.
It remains to prove that, conversely, R is contained in the range of @x.
Choose an arbitrary F0 e R, and set f F0 /F0. Then f is square in-
tegrable, F0 e R, and F @x f e R. It follows that u F0 F is a solution
ofhu- Iu 0 andueR. However, by Theorems 6.2 and 6.3, u 0is
the only solution with these properties, and hence F F0 as asserted.

THEOREM 8.2. Let C be the Banach space of functions continuous in the
closed interval 3 .] with the norm (1.17). Let Gx be the minimal Green func-
tion for D, Dx and I (fl

The transformation @x is a positive linear transformation from C to C with
norm @ <= -1. Its domain is C, and the range R is defined as follows: Let
A be the set of all functions F C such that tF C.

(i) R A if, and only if, the boundaries are at infinity or, in case of
< , this fl is neither active nor semiactive.

(ii) If l < and is either active or semiactive, then

(8.3) F(x) -- 0 as x .
for each F R, and R consists of all F A satisfying (8.3).

In other words, for each f C there exists exactly one F R satisfying the equa-
tion hF ?IF f. The operator @x is the resolvent of I or of the restriction

 IR.
Proof. Referring again to Theorem 7.2, we first prove that F e C, that is,

that F(x) approaches limits as x --+ f. Consider two special cases. (i) Sup-
pose that f vanishes identically in some neighborhood of/. In this neigh-

In the nomenclature of footnote 12 it is required that neither boundary be regular
or exit.
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borhood F reduces to a constant multiple of u., and therefore a finite limit
F() exists. In particulaF, F(/) 0 when < . (ii) Let f 1. By
(7.13) in this caseF 1 pl ul p us (where p 0 if ul is unbounded at
/). Again it is clear that F approaches a limit F() and 0 =< F() __< -.
We are now in a position to consider an arbitrary f e C. It can be split into
a sum f f()l q- f -b f2 of three functions, of which the first is constant,
the second vanishes identically in some neighborhood of t2, and the third
satisfies the inequality f[< . The transform of f(,)l -[- fl has been
shown to approach a limit as x -- fl.. By (7.10) the transform F @f
satisfies the inequality , F. < . Accordingly, the oscillation of F @ f
near is smaller than e,-, and it follows that the limit F() exists.16

From (7.10) we see that @ =< -1. To show that each F @ f satisfies
(8.3) suppose that/. < oo and that/ is semiactive. Then u. $ 0, while u
remains bounded at . It follows that the first term on the right in (7.12)
approaches 0 as x -- t, and it suffices to prove that u.(x)m(x) O. Now
for x > t

(8.4) u.(x)m(x) < u(x)m() "-k u.(y) dm(y) ,(u(x)m() q--

provided/ is chosen close enough to 2. It follows that lim sup u(x)m(x) <
e or us m --+ 0 as asserted. When t is finite and active, the fact that F -- 0
is trivial since m remains bounded. We have thus proved that the range-of
@x is contained in R. The last step of the proof of Theorem 8.1 applies here
without change to show that R is contained in the range of Oh, and this
completes the proof.

The contrast between the last two theorems is striking. An infinite active
boundary gives rise to nonuniqueness (i.e. a boundary condition) in the Hil-
bert space H, but not in C; a finite semiactive boundary gives a boundary
condition in 12 but not in I-I. Actually a finite semiactive boundary may
be transformed into an infinite semiactive boundary (Section 4), and it is
clear therefore that in the latter case the absence of a boundary condition is
imposed only by the extraneous norm condition.
To be specific, the last theorem asserts that

(8.5) 0 =< X@ - -< 1

and the second equality sign holds only in the case of uniqueness (i). Exactly
the same argument can be applied not only to the function 1, but to any posi-
tive solution of I 0. For example, if the basic interval I is .(0, oo)
we get

(8.6) 0 < ,@ x < x,

16 For an application in Section 9 we note that we have proved ,F(/) f(t,) if f > 0
and < . [Incidentally, this is not true if nd is semiactive.]
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with the second equality sign holding if infinity is neither an active nor a
semiactive boundary, in which case @ x o(x) as x --* o. Theorem 8.2 is
contained in the following which does not refer to any particular norm and
shows how @x acts on unbounded functions.

THEOREM 8.3. Suppose -- <- 1 < 0 < fl. <- . Let L be the set of all
functions f which are continuous in the open interval I" (, 2) and for which
f(x)x-1 tends to a finite limit as x ---> fl. Let A be the subset of those F e L for
which F eL (where ?l D,Dx). Let @ be the transformation (7.3) asso-
ciated with the minimal Green function for (I, I).

Then @x is a closed linear transformation from L to L. Its domain is L, and
its range R coincides with A if, and only if, neither boundary is active or semi-
active. If is active or semiactive, then R coincides with the subset of those
F e A for which

(8.7) F(x)x- -- 0 x --The proof is a mere repetition of the preceding one; the assertion follows
also from Theorem 8.2 by the standard mapping procedure introduced at
the end of Section 4.

COROLLARY TO THEOREM 8.2. Let Ct be the Banach space of functions con-
tinuous in I metrized by the norm (1.18). The minimal Green function for
?It induces a bounded transformation @x from Ct to Ct with norm -.

It is clear that in this statement may be replaced by an arbitrary positive
solution of ?It 0, and that the boundary conditions are inferred from (8.3).

Note on the term "minimal". It is readily seen from Theorems 8.1 and 8.2
that for any positive bounded transformation (x from C to C (or from H
to Hm) which transforms each f into a solution F of F 9AF f one has
(x f >= @ f for eachf _>- 0. This observation will be amplified in Sections 10
and 12.

9. The role of convexity

We have just seen that for the most general operator t, defined by an
arbitrary continuous > 0, there exists a minimal Green function for each
> 0. It leads to an inversion @x of }, It, and @x is a positive operator

such that @x =< b. This means that with the norm (1.18) @x becomes
norm nondecreasing. Unfortunately we are not always free to accept this
norm, and very often we are tied to the traditional Banach norm (1.17). The
question then arises (in particular in probability theory and heat conduction)
whether the operator X@x corresponding to ?It is norm preserving or decreasing
("a transition operator") when the familiar norm (1.17) is used. In other
words, we ask: what conditions must k satisfy in order that

(9.1) X@x 1 -< 1.

The answer is found in
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THEOREM 9.1. Let (R) be the transformation (7.3) associated with the minimal
Green function for ( I) where b > 0 in I. In order that (9.1) hold for all
> o, it is necessary and sufficient that b be convex downward (the graph of

b lying below the chords).
In this case each positive solution of ?It 0 is convex downward, and (9.1)

holds for each > O.

Proof. In the special case 1 the operator ?I reduces to ?I DD
the relation (9.1) is then contained in (7.10) and all solutions of .It 0 are
linear functions, hence convex. The assertion is therefore true in the special
case b const., and we shall from now on assume that is not constant.

It is convenient to break up the remainder of the proof into minor lemmas.

LEMMA 9.1. Ifb is convex downward, so is each positive solution of O.

Proof. Since is convex downward and not constant, it either decreases
near 1 or increases near fl.. Assume the latter. Being convex, increases at
least linearly, and hence the integral over b-(x) dx converges at/. It follows
that

(9.2) (x) b(x) b-(s) ds

defines that solution of It 0 which is minimal at t. We prove that this
is convex downward.
In view of the assumed convexity, b possesses a monotonically increasing

right derivative +. From (9.2) we see that also the right derivative

(9.3) +(x) b+(x) -(s) ds b-(x)

exists for eachxeI. Forx < x+ h< .wehave

+(x + h) +(x) {+(x - h) +(x)l (s) ds
+h

(9.4) b+(x) f+h b-:(s) ds b-(x + h) + b-(x)

>- +(s) .-(s) ds -(z + h) + -(x) O.

Hence + increases and is convex. If h is not minimal at f, then the same
argument applies at/, and we see that the two minimal solutions are linearly
independent and convex. Every positive solution of .It 0 being a positive
linear combination of the minimal solutions, the lemma is proved.

LEMMA 9.2. Let Fx @x f be the transform defined by (7.3) when Gx is
the minimal Green function for I D, D. If f is continuous in I and
f(x) -- 0 as x - (i 1, 2), then hFx ---> f as h ---> uniformly in I.
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Proof. (This lemma is known and proved for completeness only.) Sup-
pose first that f e R, where R is the range described in Theorem 8.2. Then ?If
exists, and we conclude from

(9.5)
that
(9.6)

kFx Fx f

hFx- ?I2Fx f,

and that iFx e R. It follows that ?IFx @x(If), and Theorem 8.2 asserts
that IFx --< ?If II. Thus from (9.5)

(9.7) XFx f =< k-1 f --- 0, X --)" .
The assertion is therefore proved for f e R. However, each f which vanishes
at the boundaries is in the closure of R, and a routine application of the tri-
angle inequality shows that kFx f --+ 0 for each f in this closure.

LEMMA 9.3. Adhering to the notations of the preceding lemma, suppose that
there exists a function f 0 such that

(9.8) kFx -<- f
for each > o Then f > 0 is convex upward.

Conversely, suppose that f is convex upward and that the interval I is finite
(- < 1 < . < ). Then (9.8) holds for all X > O.

Proof. A comparison of (9.8) and (9.5) shows that (9.8) is equivalent to
/Fx -< 0. In this caseDFx decreases, and Fx is convex upward. Let I() be
a closed subinterval of I, and construct a function f(0) such that f()(x)
f(x) for x I() and 0 -< f(o)(x) _-< f(x) for x I and f(o)(x) -- 0 as x --. Put
Fx(O) @ f(o). By Lemma 9.2

(9.9) Fx(x) >->_ XF() (x) --+ f(O) (x) f(x), x I().

It follows that kFx(x) -- f(x) for each x e I and hence f is convex upward.
This proves the first part of the lemma.

Conversely, suppose that f is convex upward and I1 < . We recall the
footnote 15 to Theorem 8.2 according to which

(9.10) Fx() __< f(), i 1, 2.

Suppose now that (9.8) is false, and let I’ (xl, x2) be a maximal subinterval
of I such that kFx(x) > f(x) for x e I’. In view of (9.10) the endpoints of I’
must be interior points, i.e.

(9.11) Fx(x) f(x) O, i 1, 2.

But inside I’ we have lFx > 0. Hence Fx is convex downward, and the same
is true of the difference Fx f. Remembering (9.11) we conclude that
kFx(x) < f(x) for x I’, which contradicts the definition of I’. The lemma is
proved.
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Completion of the proof. Suppose that (9.1) holds for all > ,0, and put
@x 1 Hx. Using Theorem 7.1 we wish to reformulate (9.1) in terms of the
related operator * DD. The variable x becomes a function of $, and
Hx and 1 are mapped, respectively, into the functions defined by Fx()
H(x)C,-(x) and f() b-(x). Here F @ f, where@ corresponds to the
minimal Green function for *. Now (9.1) states that Fx =< f for }, > 0,
and the preceding lemma shows that f is convex upward, i.e. that Df is
decreasing. But Df :D+ - D+() , and therefore b is convex down-
ward.

Conversely, suppose that b is convex downward. By Lemma 9.1 all posi-
tive solutions of 0 are convex downward, and since H, there is
no loss of generality in assuming that b is not minimal either at/ or/.. The
transformation (4.1) then maps the interval I (, .) on a finite interval
I* (, t*), and f becomes a function of $ which is convex upward. The
last lemma then asserts that Fx __< f for all ), > 0, and the theorem is proved.

10. Self-adjoint operators

We consider the Hilbert space H defined by (1.5) and propose to investi-
gate the most general closed symmetric linear operator @x which, for a fixed
> 0, associates with each f eH an element F eH such that

(10.1) ( F IF f I D D

for almost all x e I (,/). Since the domain of @x is the entire space,
@x is a bounded self-adjoint operator.

(minLet [,i, be the minimal Green function for (., I), and x the induced
transformation. Both F @ f and Fmi" @’’f satisfy (10.1), and there-
fore w F F" must be a solution of

(10.2) w- w 0.

Let w and w. be two independent solutions of (10.2). It is then clear that

(10.3) @x f (R)i f

_
w.) -k w.’(),

where *) stands for a bounded linear functional, i.e. an element of H. It
follows that @x is a kernel transformation with F @x f being defined by

(10.4) F(x) Gx(x, y)f(y) dm(y), x e I

where

(10.5) G,(x, y) G’(x, y) + w(x)(I’()(y) + w(x)((:)(y).
The further condition that @ be symmetric reduces (10.5) to the form

(10.6) Gx(x, y) ai’(x, y) + p(x)w(x)w(y),

where the p(h) are constants, p2(h) P21().
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If wl and w2 (i.e. if all solutions of (10.2)) are square integrable (m), then the
symmetric matrix P(h) (p(h)) may be chosen arbitrarily, and (10.6) de-
fines a transformation of the required form. Such is the case when both
boundaries are active. If only 2 is ac.tive, three coefficients p(,) must van-
ish; if neither endpoint is active, the minimal @in is the only transformation
of the desired type.
When for each , > 0 the coefficients p(,)are chosen in an arbitrary man-

ner, no natural connection between the corresponding @x must be expected.
In particular, even though (), .I)@x reduces to the identity, @x will not
represent the resolvent of any fixed operator. Only if the range R of @ is
independent of does @ represent the resolvent17 of an operator, namely
@ { [/R }-1 where ?I/R is the restriction of ?I to R. This I/R as well
as @x is then self-adjoint.
We are thus confronted with the ollowing questions:
(1) Given a self-adioint @x determine its range R.
(2) Describe the most general possible range R.
(3) Given R, determine the coefficients p.(,) in such a way that @ will

have the prescribed range R.
(4) Find the conditions under which the transformation @x will be positive,

or norm-decreasing, etc.
The case of one active boundary is simpler than the case of two active

boundaries, and can be derived from it in trivial fashion by equating certain
coefficients to zero. We shall therefore suppose that both tl and /. are
active. First we take up the case where I1 <i . It will be observed that
the same calculations apply to infinite intervals (and, indeed, to the general
operator [t). The only advantage (and only purpose) in a separate treat-
ment of finite intervals is the appearance of the classical boundary conditions
under their traditional form, unobscured by a new symbolism.

THEOREM 10.1. Let and fl2 be active boundaries, 11 < . For some
fixed > 0 let @ be a bounded self-adjoint transformation taking each f e tt,
into @ f F e H, such that (10.1) holds almost everywhere (m). Then:

(a)

(10.7)

where
(10.7a)

There exist two boundary conditions which are either of the formis

-F+(I) q- ’n F(I) q- rl F() O,

71"12 71"21

v The so-called resolvent equation @x @ (g ) @ @x is an obvious consequence
of (10.1): substracting (10.1) for two values of the parameter we get {@ @x}
A{@ @x} (X )@x This is equivalent to the resolvent equation if, and only if,
the ranges of @x and @ coincide.

s In (10.7) it is understood that F is continuous in the closed interval and F-()
lira F+(x) lira F-(x). In (10.8) the case 0 is included with the obvious interpre-
tation that it implies F() 0. If 0, the boundary conditions (10.8) are
F() F() 0, i.e. x
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or of the form
(0.8) () F() +(,) -().
The range R of @x consists of those F H, which satisfy the boundary conditions
and the trivial requirement ?IF eH

(b) Conversely" to arbitrarily prescribed coeificients r] (or r, ) there cor-
responds a o such that for each > o there exists exactly one transformation
@x of the described sort whose range R is characterized by the prescribed boundary
condition.

Note 1. Given the coefficients in the boundary conditions, the explicit form
of the coefficients p(h) is found in (10.22) for the boundary conditions (10.7),
and in (10.23)-(10.25) for the conditions (10.8).
Note 2. If r r. 0 in (10.7), the transformation @x is induced by the

Green function Gx formed by means of two solutions satisfying one boundary
condition each.
Note 3. The condition r r is imposed merely by the requirement of

symmetry. The arguments go through also when r. r. See Section 12
for more general unsymmetric transformations.

THEOREM 10.2. (a) In order that the transformation @x of Theorem 10.1b
be positive for all k sufficiently large, it is necessary and sucient that -. <= 0
(in the case of the boundary condition (10.7)) or rl ’ >= 0 (in the case (10.8)).

(b) In order that @x be positive and

(10.9) },@x 1 __< 1

for all sufficiently large, it is necessary and suificient that

(10.10) r -<_ 0, r + r _-> 0, i 1, 2
or
(10.11) ’ ->_ 0, r >_- 0, a > 0,

respectively. In this ease @x is posit#e, and (10.9) holds for all > O.
For@ 1 1 it is necessary and sucient that r, + rx 0 or r r. -,

a O, respectively.

Proof. The two solutions w in (10.6) may be chosen at will, but it is most
convenient to let w be the solution of (10.2) determined by the conditions

(10.12) wx(/3) w.(/3.) 1, w(/3) w(/3) O.

(In other words, w(x) u,(x)/u,() and w.(x) u,(x)/u,() where
u, is minimal at/3.) We shall require the derivatives

-Wl+(0, w(),
(10.13)

w+(,), . wT().

It is clear that all these quantities depend on .
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LEMMA 10.1. The matrix of the elements o satisfies the conditions

(10.14) 11 > O, oo2 > O, o1 < O.
As h--+

(10.15) , --+ , 0.

Proof. By (5.7) the Wronskian ww ww is constant. At the left
boundary it reduces to -, at the right to -:. Hence . The
signs in (10.14) are determined by the fact that w decreases, while w in-
creases. Finally, if < x < x + h < :, then (10.2) and the convexity of
w imply

(10.16) 1 w(x + h) X w(s) dm(s) Xw+(x) (s- x)dm(s),
x+ x+

and it follows that w+(x) 0 as h for each fixed x < . This implies
that 0 and also that : . The latter can be concluded equally
from the fact that the Wronskian is constant.

Proof of Theorem 10.1 (a). For each f e H we have from (10.6)

(10.17) F F + p(h)w.(w, f),
i,j

where (g, f) is an abbreviation for the inner product

(10.18) (g, f) gf din.

By Theorem 8.1 the function Frain has the boundary values 0, and hence

(10.19) F() p(),)(w XF F).

Repeated integration by parts leads to

(o.o) x(v;, El f } o. F() + o..

(-- 1) iF’(i) -t- (wi
and (10.19) takes on the form

(10.21) () p.(X)o. F(e)- (-1)p.(X)F’(.).
j,k=l j=l

We have now to distinguish two cases.
Case I. The matrix P(h) with elements p(},) is not singular. Premulti-

plying (10.21) by P-(h), we are led to the boundary conditions (10.7) with the
matrix II (.) given by

(10.22) II P-() 2.

Thus each F in the range satisfies (10.7). Conversely, suppose that F e I-I,
?IF e Hm, and that (10.7) is true. Set f F ?IF and F @x f. Both
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F and/ satisfy (10.1), and hence F -/ is a solution of (10.2), i.e. F -/
pl wl
P.()Op2 O. Since P is nonsingular, this implies pl p 0, and it follows
that (10.7) is a necessary and sufficient condition on the range.

Case II. The matrix P(,) is singular. Since it is symmetric, it is neces-
sarily of the form

(10.23) P(,)- T
\rl r. r /

Multiply the equations in (10.21) by . and -v respectively, to obtain

(10.24) r F(l) r F(f).

If 1 r. 0 we have F() F(f) 0. Otherwise each equation in
(10.21) reduces to (10.8) with

(10.25) T-= a + ..
i,j-----1

This completes the proof of the first part.
Proof of Theorem 10.1(b). Prescribe an arbitrary symmetric matrix

II (.). In view of (10.15) the diagonal elements in the matrix II -t- 2 will
be dominant for all k sufficiently large. It follows that for such ), a matrix
P(k) satisfying (10.22) exists, and the kernel (10.6) defines the transformation
@x of the desired kind. This argument applies equally to (10.8) and (10.23).

Proof of Theorem 10.2(a). It is clear from (10.17) and (10.19) that @x is
positive if, and only if, p(k) -> 0. Referring again to (10.15) we see that, for
sufficiently large ,, the diagonal elements of II - 2 are positive, while the
corner elements approach r. For P(k) (II W )-i to be positive, it is then
necessary and sufficient that 1. _-< 0. Similarly, in the case (10.23) the con-
dition >= 0 is necessary and sufficient.

Proof of Theorem 10.2(b). We have

(10.26) X w dm

Substituting f 1 into (10.17) we find therefore

(10.27) kF(x) 1 w(x) w(x) + w(x)pj(k)o.
i,j,k

This shows that (10.9) holds if, and only if

(10.28) p(h)o <__ 1, i 1, 2.

In other words, in order that @x be positive and (10.9) hold, it is necessary
and sufficient that the row sums of P(k)2 be

_
1 and P(k) >_- 0. If (10.10)

holds, then P() _-> 0 for all }, => 0, and the row sums of P(h)II are positive.
However P(h)II 1 P(), and therefore (10.10) is a sujcient condition
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for each k > 0. On the other hand, in the case of the boundary condition
(10.7) the matrix P(k) converges to a diagonal matrix, and hence P(k)2
1 P(,)II can have row sums =< 1 only if II (which is independent of ) has
nonnegative row sums. Thus (10.10) is necessary and sufficient. The same
argument applies, in a simpler form, to the case of the matrix (10.23). The
two theorems are proved.

If/. o the symbols F(2) and F-(/2) are senseless, and the same is true
of formulas (10.12)-(10.13). However, the theorems and the proofs remain
valid with a slight reinterpretation of the symbols. Instead of the basic
Lemma 10.1 we use

LEMMA 10.2. If , let W. be that solution of (10.2) for which

(10.29) x-lw.(x) -- 1 as x -- o

and define wl similarly. Put

(10.30) - lim {xw(x) --w(x)}, i 1, 2,

and define o similarly in case - (and by (10.13) if > - ). If
both boundaries are active, these quantities are finite and satisfy (10.14)-(10.15).

Proof. By Theorem 6.3 the limit of x-w(x) exists for each positive solution
of (10.2). Now

(10.31) X sw dm(s) s dw(s) {sw(s) w2(s)}

From (6.9) it follows that sw2 is square integrable over (1, fl.) and therefore
xwT(x) w2(x) approaches a limit monotonically as x -- oo. Rewriting the
Wronskian in the form

(10.32)

we see the validity of the arguments in the proof of Lemma 10.1.
Consider now (10.17), and remember hat the derivative of Frain satisfies

(7.14). It is seen at once that in the case of an active boundary at oo the
limits

(10.33) lim x-iF(x) and lim {xF’(x) F(x)}

exist and are finite. With these quantities the proof of Theorem 10.1 applies
without change and we have

THEOREM 10.3. Theorem 10.1 applies also to the case . provided the
symbols F(fl) and F-(.) appearing in the boundary conditions are replaced by
the limits appearing in (10.33).
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In the case of an operator , Theorem 10.1 still applies with F(2) and
F-(2) to be replaced, respectively, by

(10.34) lim
F(x)

and lim 2(x).D F(x.__). (x) . (x)

where is a solution of 0 which is at positive but not minimal.

The last formulation combines Theorems 10.1 and 10.2" in the case
we set 1; in the case . , however, x.

11. Self-adjoint operators in closed intervals

Consider a finite interval I" (gl, t) in which m remains bounded" in other
words, we suppose that both boundaries are finite and active. It is then
natural to extend the measure m to the closed interval I: [tl, f] by attributing
the weights ml and m. to the two points of the boundary. This leads to in-
troducing the Hilbert space over i defined by the inner product

(11.1) (f’ g)
1-

fg dm
1+

fg am - = mf()g(i).

For sake of definiteness we shall suppose m ) 0 and m ) 0, although the
argument applies equally when only one boundary point carries a positive
weight.
So far the operator DD is defined only in the interior of . We shall

presently see that, essentiaily, there exists only one way of defining l at the
boundaries, provided we require that all functions in the domain of be con-
tinuous in
A linear transformation (x mapping each f e into a solution F of

kF ?IF f is necessarily of the form (10.5) where (I)() is a functional in
the enlarged Hilbert space . If such (x is bounded and symmetric, it
must be induced by a kernel x obtained by extending the kernel Gx of (10.6)
to the boundaries in accordance with the requirement that F be continuous.
Supposing that the solutions w are specified by (10.12) we shall have

(x, y)

x(i, y)

(11.2) x(x,/.)
0(t, ) p(},), i, j 1, 2.

(For example, the function f defined by f(x) 0 for x < . and f(t) 1 is
mapped into pi()x)W 2r- p2()x)W2.)
The matrix P()) of the coefficients p.()) completely determines the trans-

formation @x. Given @x, the operator at t is defined for each F in the
range of (x by F() ),F(t) f(g). Formally this definition depends
on ),. However, repeating the argument of Section 10 we are able to find all
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possible ranges, that is, all possible definitions of f. Given a possible range
R (i.e. a possible definition), we can construct the corresponding @.
THEOREM 11.1. The Theorems 10.1 and 10.2 remain valid for the enlarged

Hilbert space with inner product (11.1) provided that the boundary conditions
(10.7) are replaced by

(11.3)

and (10.8) by

-F+() + 11F(1) + "’12F(2) -J[- m F(l) 0

F-(2) + ’21F(fl) + rF(:) -I- m. F(t) 0,

(11.4)
c.-lF(1) -1 F+a’ F(&) r () r F-(f)

-[- r F(/I) -Jr- ’ IF(&).

It should be observed that when ml 0, m2 0, equations (11.3) represent
a definition of f at the boundary rather than "boundary conditions". The
classical boundary conditions appear as a degenerate limiting case. The
theorem asserts that, for sufficiently large h, an operator @x inverting h f
and acting from H to continuous functions is possible only if f is defined as
indicated. In the case m. 0 the boundary point / has measure zero, and no
definition of ?I is required. However, nonuniqueness persists, and the range
R must be specified by means of a lateral condition.
The proofs of Section 10 carry over to the present situation almost without

change. In the construction of @x to given boundary conditions the relation
(10.22) defining the matrix P(},) in the nonsingular case now takes on the
form

In the singular case of a matrix of the form (10.23) the coefficient T is now
given by

(11.6) T + : . . + x m,
replacing (10.25).

12. Positive operators in C

We turn to the problem of finding the general form of the solutions of
},F F f when f, F are bounded continuous functions, f D,D,,
), > 0. Theorem 7.1 enables us to translate the results into statements con-
cerning the general operator f.
The minimal Green function of Section 8 provides a solution Frain. This

solution is unique except if at least one boundary is finite and either active or
semiactive. In this case new solutions F are formed by adding to Frain a
bounded solution w of w dw 0. Such a w has finite limits at both
boundaries, and therefore F and ?IF have finite limits at fh whenever f(x)
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tends to a limit as x -- i. Thus we are dealing with linear transformations
from C to C (see (1.17)): the operator 9/is defined at the boundary points by the
requirement of continuity.
The obiect of our study is linear transformations @x (h > 0) mapping each

f e C into a solution @x f F of hF F f such that

(12.1) 0

_
f =< 1 implies 0 <- F <- 1.

Our problem is to construct the most general family {@x} of such transforma-
tions having a common range R. The restriction I/R of 9/to R is then an
operator independent of , and

(12.2) @ (x- /R)-
coincides with the resolvent of /R. In the language of semigroup theory,
/R generates a transition semigroup, and we are constructing the most
general transition semigroup. This has important applications in the theories
of diffusion and Markov chains.
We proceed to describe the general form of the possible ranges R and then to

construct the corresponding @x.
DEFINITION 12.1. By boundary conditions of the general type we mean two

independent19 equations

(12.3)

where

(12.4) pi >= 0, => 0,

F’(x)fl(x) dx O,

F’(x)f(x) dx O,

(2.5) $, : $, >__ 0,

and, of course, pi + r O.
Boundary conditions of the special type are two equations

(12.6a) F() F(),

(12.6b)

where p > 0, > O, r > O,

(12.7) r , r()x < ,
and p + + + n + r + O.

re => O,

F’(x)(x) dx O,

19 Since decreases and ’2 increases, the two equations (12.3) are necessarily inde-
pendent unless a ri 0 and ’i const. In this case (12.6a) holds.
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A range R of the general [special] type consists of all F C such that ?IF e C
and F satisfies boundary conditions of the general [special] type.

THIOREM 12.1. Suppose that 1 < and that both boundaries are
active.

(a) Let {@x} (h > h0) be a family of operators from C to C with a common
range R such that (12.1)-(12.2) hold. Then R is necessarily of the form de-
scribed in Definition 12.1.

(b) Conversely, to eh R of Definition 12.1 and eh > O, there corresponds
a whose range is R and such that (12.1)-(12.2) hold.

(c) In order that 1 1, it is necessary and sucient that p p 0
(or p 0 in the special case (12.6)).

Proof. (a) Set-up. As in the proof of Theorem 10.1, let w be the solutions
of hw
w() 0. We are again concerned with transformations of the form
(10.3) where @i corresponds to the minimal Green function and ) is a
bounded linear functional. Each such functional is represented by a func-
tion of bounded variation (signed measure) in the closed interval i:, ].
To simplify the writing we introduce the following notation for the inner
product:

+
(12.8) (f, d) - f d

where is of bounded variation (we always suppose continuous on the right).
Note that the integral contains contributions from the two boundaries.

Putting
min min(12.9) Fx f ,’ f,

we can rewrite (10.3) in the form

(12.10) Fx ’x + w. (f, dx)) + w. (f, d))

where (for fixed h, i) the functions x) are of bounded variation. Since
x () 0, we have

(12.11) F() (f, d)).
Thus @x is a positive transformation if, and only if, the x) are nondecreasing.
Furthermore

(12.12)

0 Theorem 12.1 generalizes the main result of [3] concerning operators of the special
form aD bD. Unfortunately the formulation in [3] contains an error: Due to a
notational confusion it was erroneously claimed that the functions are necessarily
bounded whereas, in reality, only their integrals need be finite. The old proof is more
complicated and is completely superseded by the present one.
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which shows that ,@x 1 =< 1 if, and only if, the variation of kx) is _-< 1, i.e.

(]2.]3) x{( +) ( -)} <- ].

Each pair of nondecreasing ) satisfying this condition defines a positive
transformation @ such that @ 1 <= 1, and all transformations of the desired
kind are obtained in this way. A function F e C is in the range of tMs @ if,
and only if, F e C and

(12.14) F(.) (F F, dX)), i 1, 2.

In fact, the necessity of this condition is obvious from (12.11). Conversely,
definer kF Fand Fx @f. ThenF Fx w is a solution of
},w Iw 0 vanishing at both boundaries, and hence F

(b) Construction of the ranges. Suppose that for each k > 0 we are given
two nondecreasing x) of variation -< ),-1 such that (12.10) defines a trans-
formation @x with range R independent of . We want to show that R is
defined by boundary conditions as described in Definition 12.1.

Choose a fixed F e R. For each k > },0 equation (12.14) holds. Letting
k -- through an appropriate sequence, we may suppose that
where 2 is nondecreasing and of variation -< 1. (The convergence is to be
interpreted in the usual way as convergence at all points of continuity of ,,
i.e. as "weak star" convergence.) Then F satisfies the boundary condition
F(t.) (F, di’:) which is obviously a special case of (12.3) except if it reduces to
the tautology F() F(2), i.e. except when X)(x) -- 0 for x < / and
k(x) (. -) -- 1. In this case the limiting function attributes unit mass to
2 and mass zero to the interval [fl, 2].

Let this be true. Then

(12.15) (F, d)) ---> F().

An integration by parts permits us to rewrite (12.14) in the form

(12.16) a(,)F() q- F’(x).kb’)(x) dx

-k (F, d(x)) 0, 0 __< a(X) <_- 1

(where we disposed of the arbitrary additive constant by setting
q,x)( _) 0). Finally put

(12.17) A(X) X a((x) dz.

Letting -- through,

(12.18)

an appropriate sequence we may suppose that

A-XX() .. -where => 0 is an increasing function and
t2

(12.19) (x) dx 1--o" <__ 1.
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Clearly

(12.20) A-I() F’(x)’X(X)(x,) dx-+ F’(x)(x) dx -t- aF-(.).

Divide (12.16) by a(),) a(),) + A(),) + ),-1, and let ), -- in such a way
that (12.18) holds. Taking, if necessary, a further subsequence ), - such
that

(12.21) a(},)z-l(h) -- p.,

we see that the second equation in (12.3) holds with i* ti" and as ia.
Since p -{- r. 1, we have p2 r2 a 0, and we have thus
verified the validity of the two equations (12.3).
However, we have to consider the possibility that these two equations are

linearly dependent, i.e. that both reduce to the statement F(/) F(f.).
This can occur only if x) and (x) are the same and (12.10) takes on the
special form

(12.22) Fx Fin - (wl + w).(f, d(X)).
The above argument can now be repeated with trivial changes. The first

passage to the limit (x)
__

will reduce to a tautology whenever is constant
in the interior of (/1, ) but attributes unit mass to the set consisting of the
two boundary points. In this case the right side in (12.15) is to be replaced
by pl IF(I) + p. tF(f), where p >_- 0, p + p. 1. In the integration by
parts leading to (12.16) we replace2 the norming (x)( 0 by (x)(/) 0
where t is an arbitrary fixed point,/ </ </.. The limiting function is
capable of negative values and may be unbounded at both ends.

(c) Uniqueness. We have shown that our ranges satisfy the described
boundary conditions, but it remains to show that each F satisfying the
boundary conditions is an element of the range (assuming, of course, that
F C). This is equivalent to Saying that no solution w 0 ofw Iw 0
satisfies the boundary conditions. A direct verification of this assertion is
easy, but not necessary for our purposes. In fact, we shall prove that for
each > 0 there exists exactly one transformation @x whose range satisfies the
prescribed boundary conditions. On the other hand, @x is determined only
up to a multiple (I,]. w of a bounded solution w of hw Iw 0 which satisfies
the boundary conditions. It follows that no such solution 0 can exist.

Before proceeding to the existence proof, we digress to give
(d) An alternative form of the boundary conditions. The boundary con-

Otherwise (12.18) would reduce to A-(X)(X)(x) -- pl for each x (t, .), and,
instead of deriving a new boundary condition, we would once more verify that F(fh)
/(t).- It is equally possible to proceed with a direct calculation using the original form of
the boundary conditions and the quantities of (10.13). The new form of the bound-
ary conditions hus the advuntuge of leuding to the generul form (12.44) when no posi-
tivity is required.
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ditions (12.3) are equivalent to

(12.23)

where

tF(x).z(x). dm(x) O,

and

(12.30) Z(x) f21

and put

(12.27) Z (X) (Cl ’1 (X)) dx, z2(x) (c2 (x)) dx.

A simple integration by parts now transforms (12.3) into (12.23). Con-
versely, it is clear that the coefficients a. may be prescribed subiect to the
conditions al + ai. => 0, a12 _-< 0, a21 =< 0; and the convex z may be chosen
arbitrarily subject only to (12.25). Then an integration by parts leads back-
ward from (12.23) to (12.3).

Similarly, the boundary condition (12.6b) may be rewritten in the form

(12.28)

where

(12.29) z(x) O" + (C (X)) dx z(.) .
?IF(x).z(x). dm(x) 0

(e) The construction. For a given h > 0 we propose to determine the
in (12.10) so that the ensuing @x will have a range satisfying the boundary

conditions (12.23). For this purpose we introduce the notation

Gi (x, y)zi(y) dm(y)

(12.31) q k z w dm

(remember that m is defined in the open interval and hence that no contribu-
tions from the boundaries appear in (12.31)).

(]2.24) (O11 O12 (Pl + Cl --Cl )\a21 O22! \ --C2 P2 C2

and the z are convex upward and such that

z() ,, z() z() o,
(12.25)

--z(:) c, z() c.

To pass from (12.3) to (12.23), define the constants c by
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Multiply (12.10) by z and integrate to obtain the two equations

(12.32) F z dm fZ dm q- q (f, d()).

By using the relation Fx XFx f it becomes evident that Fx satisfies the
boundary conditions (12.23) if, and only if,

(12.33) M(f, de}x)) f. {z XZ} dm + ,f(:)= ,,
where the matrix M is defined by

2 q21 22 q22 T2
(.3)

We next prove that for each > 0 this matrix possesses an inverse i-1 with
elements M O.

Clearly M, > 0. Remembering that w() 0 and z() 0 we get

Now w < O, while z. decreases from < c. It follows that

(12.36) Mt < -c2 + c2 (-Wtl) dx O,

and similarly M < 0. Hence M 0.
Premultiplication of (12.33) by M- leads to an explicit form for x) and

we have the following result:

In order that the range of the transformation (12.10) satisfy the boundary
condition (12.3) [or the equivalent form (12.23)] it is necessary and suient that
ffx) be absolutely continuous (m) within the open interval ( ) with a density

dm =
and that attaches weightM r to the boundary
In the case of the special boundary condition (12.6) [or (12.28)] and the trans-

formation (12.22), condition (12.37)is replied by

d(X>
(12.38)

dm
M-(z kZ)

and the weights are M-r where

(1239) M o + Xr + Xr + X ( + w) dm.
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Note. The above result may be formulated more elegantly in the case
> 0, by extending the measure m to the boundary in such a way that

(12.37) holds also on the boundary. We know that Z vanishes at both
boundary points. In view of (12.25) the function z },Z equals at f and
0 at the other boundary. It follows that if m is extended to the closed interval
[fl ] by attributing weight m r/ to then I’) is defined by the density
(12.37) [or (12.38)] throughout the closed interval, and no special reference to
is required.

(f) Verification of the norm conditions. Lemma 9.3 guarantees that
z. Z. => 0. Since M- -> 0, it follows that (12.37) defines nondecreasing

(X)q Multiplying (12.12) by z and integrating, we get, remembering (12.30)
and (12.31),

(12.40) X {z- XZ} dm ql + q..

For the special choice f 1 the right side in (12.33) reduces therefore to

(12.41) 0 =< {ql + q. -t- r}},-1 {M + M.- p}-i -< {M + M}),-with the equality sign holding only if p 0. Premultiplying the two equa-
tions (12.41) by the positive matrix M-, we find that the variations of x)
are _-< 1, and equal to 1 only if pl p2 0.
The same argument applies to (12.38) and completes the proof.

THEOREM 12.2. In the case where is semiactive, Theorem 12.1 remains true
except that in the boundary conditions (r. O.

Proof. The novel feature is that with a semiactive boundary
and therefore the boundedness of 9/F no longer implies that F’ is bounded.
The above proof requires no change up to (12.19), but (12.20) makes no sense.
Now

(12.42) F-(x) F+() 91F. din,
+

and hence

(12.43) F’(x)m-(x) --- IF(.) x -- ..Thus the behavior of F’ near . is determined by 9/F() instead of by F-(f).
It is possible that for each F in the range 9/F(.) 0. This then constitutes
a special boundary condition of the form (12.3), and no further argument is
required. Otherwise choose F so that 9/F() > 0. It is then obvious that
(12.20) holds with zF-(t2) replaced by a’F(B). Thus the term containing
F-(/) drops out. .The actual construction of @x requires no change (and
simplifies somewhat due to the absence of a term in the boundary condition).

Note. From (12.14) it is easy to deduce the general form of the boundary
conditions when @x is not positivity preserving or norm-decreasing. In-
tegrating twice by parts and adjusting the two arbitrary constants so as to
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eliminate the terms F() we see easily that in general the range of @ will be
determined by two equations of the form

2+

(12.44) F(i) (0.IF). dZ.

The boundary conditions (12.22) are a special case and show the particular
form required for @x to be positive.

13. The adjoint transformations
Let M be the Banach space of functions of bounded variation (signed

measures) on the closed interval I: [ill, f2], the total variation serving as
norm. Considered as transformation from C to C, each @x has an adjoint
@ mapping each r e M into another element II @r e M. By using the
notation (12.8) for inner products, the adjoint @’ is defined by (@f, dr)
(f, dr). If @x is defined by a kernel

(13.1) @x f Gx(., y)f(y) dm(y),

then the equation

(13.2) P(y) Gx(x, y) dr(x)

defines a continuous m-density, and

(13.3) II(x2--) II(xlA-)

defines the transform II @x ’.

P(y) dm(y)

Consider first the case of a symmetric kernel Gx, for example, the minimal
Green function Gin of Section 8. If r has a continuous density p dr/dm,
then P @ p, and hence

(13.4) XP- P p.

Integrating with respect to m we find

(13.5)
or
(13.6)

XII D P r -4- const.

XII DD II r + const.

In other words, 71" DD, appears as the formal adjoint of the differential
operator I D, D. It is easily verified by integration by parts that (13.6)
holds almost everywhere when G is an arbitrary Green function and r an
arbitrary function of bounded variation.

The minimal Green function Gin provides for each h > 0 a solution of (13.6)
for given r M. This solution is unique except if there exists a v of bounded
variation such that almost everywhere (m)

(13.7) hv- DD v 0.
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In this case it is readily seen that u Dm v is a solution of

(13.8) hu DmD u O, u din <

and, conversely, each u satisfying (13.8) gives rise to a solution of (13.7) which
is of bounded variation. Referring to Section 6 we see that the case of non-
uniqueness arises if, and only if, a boundary is either active or infinite and
semiactive.
Thus an active boundary causes nonuniqueness for the inversion both of
l in C andfor I* in M; a semiactive boundary causes nonuniqueness

in the first case when < , and in the second case when 1 .
Whenever nonuniqueness occurs, the range R* of @ is determined by ap-

propriate boundary conditions. With symmetric kernels these boundary
conditions are the same in the spaces C and M so that no further discussion
is required. However, an altogether new situation confronts us when @x has
an unsymmetric kernel G.
For sake of definiteness let us consider the transformation @ of Theorem

12.1 determined by the boundary conditions (12.3). The formulas are
simpler and more pleasing in the nondegenerate case al 0, a2 0 when
formal elegance can be achieved by extending the measure ra to the closed
interval " [1,/2]; by definition, the points carry the weights

(13.9) ml rl/z, m. r./z,

respectively. (The case a 0 may be treated directly by the same method,
or by a passage to the limit.)

THEOREM 13.1. Let m be defined in the closed interval in accordance with
(13.9). Let @ be that inverse to k [, k > O, whose range R is determined by
the boundary conditions (12.3) supposing 0 < m ms < oo (@ is described in
Theorem 12.1). Then"

(i) The adjoint @ maps each function of bounded variation (signed measure)
on into II @r such that II is absolutely continuous with respect to m and its

density P dII/dm is continuous in I. (It is given by (13.19)-(13.20).)
(it) There exists an operator ?I*, independent of k, such that

(13.10) @ (),- !)I*-
(i.e. @ is the resolvent of * and I* a Jormal adjoint to I D, Dr).
In the case when the monotone functions 1 and . occurring in the boundary

conditions (12.3) as well as r have densities

d d dr(13.11)
dm dm P dm
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the identity hII ?I*H may be expressed in terms of the density23 P
dII/dm as follows"
(13.12) P(x) D, D P(x) P(l)a-ll(x) -1P()a2 (x) p(x)

for < x < and

(13.13) hP() P(k)pk’-1- m-[Ak P p(k), l 1, 2

where the operator At is defined by

(13.14) Ak P (--1)k lim (P’(x) P(l)z- (x) - P()z (x)}.

Note 1. Observe that in the interior I the operator * reduces to the dif-
ferential operator DD if, and only if, 0, that is, if const, in the
open interval I. In this case the boundary conditions (12.3) take on the
form (11.3) known from the Hilbert space theory (except that the symmetry
condition is no longer required). In other words, the classical
boundary conditions with the added terms r F() are the only boundary con-
ditions making the adjoint * again a differential operator.

Note 2. Integrating (13.12) and adding to (13.13) we find the identity

(13.15) X ,- P(y) din(y) + = P()a, p ,- p(y) din(y).

Since is positive, (13.15) shows that 1 if, and only if,
p p 0. This, of course, follows also from Theorem 12.1, (c).

Proof. The transformation x is induced by the kernel

(3.16) w(x)M {z(y) xZ(y)}
i,=l

minwhere x, y < and ux is the minimal Green function for A and the
interval I (see (12.37) and the note following (12.39)). In other words, the
transform H v has the density P dH/dm defined by

(13.17) P(y)
i,=l

where 1 __< y _-< /2 and

f Gnin(13.18) pm(y) (x, y) d(y);

the notation (f, d) for inner products was introduced in (12.8).

a The explicit form of ?I* in the general case without densities is, of course, obtained
by integrating (13.12) and introducing the original set functions II, ii instead of their
densities. Observe that this integration changes the’ term DD P into DD II.

A special case of Theorem 13.1 is treated in [3]. However, due to the error men-
tioned in footnote 20 only the case of bounded was treated, and therefore the analogue
to (13.13) in [3], Section 22, has a more restricted form.
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For y . we get from (13.17) (see again the note following (12.39))

(13.19) P() (w d’)M.
0"5,

i=l

and (13.17) may more conveniently be rewritten in the form

(13.20) p(y) pmi,,(y) + p()o.l {z.(y) XZ.(y)}.

The continuity of P is obvious.
(12.27) of z. according to which

To prove (13.12) we recall the definition

Thus DmDz, by the definition (13.11). Since )pmin Ipmin p
and Z Z z, the assertion (13.12) follows on operating with I on
(13.20).
The relations (13.13) are less obvious. The minimal Green function is

formed by means of the two solutions w., Wl, which are minimal at and, respectively. They satisfy the boundary conditions w() w.(/) 0,
w() 1, and their Wronskian equals w+(l) -w-(). It follows
(cf. (7.14)) that

w(x) f(13.22) n+pmi’(x) W+l (X) + + -w(y) dr(y) wl(y) dr(y).-;() + v+ () +

Hence

(13.23) (-1) lim D pmin(x) w(y) dr(y).

Remembering that r attaches weight m P(i) to we can rewrite (13.23) as

(--1) lim D pmi’(x) m p() (w dr)
(13.24)

m p() p()z-IM

(cf. (13.19)).
Next, Z @in Z, and hence we have by analogy with (13.23)

(1.25) (-1) lim D Z(z) i()(g) dm() -X-i

(using ghe nogagion (12.al)).
We now derengiage (la.20) wigh reseeg go using (la.24), (1.21), and

(1.2). In ghis way we find for ghe operaors defined in (lg.14)

--1(13.26) A P m p() + P()a {-i + (- c + q}.
i=1

Finally, by using the definition (12.34) of the matr M it is seen that within
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the braces we have the elements of a diagonal matrix, p r, and thus
(13.26) reduces to

--1(13.27) AP m p() )P()m P()p.
Dividing by m we get (13.13).
To complete the proof of the theorem it remains to verify (13.10), namely,

that (13.12)-(13.13) admit of only one solution. Now consider the P() for
the moment as two parameters. If these are given, (13.12) admits of exactly
one solution such that P(x) P() as x -- .. Equations (13.13) then
represent two algebraic linear equations for the two unknowns P() and
P(f). We know that to arbitrarily prescribed p() there exists at least one
solution, namely the one furnished by @ It follows that the determinant
of the system can not vanish, and hence the solution is unique. The theorem
is proved.

Note. We have shown that the operator I* is completely determined by
(13.12)-(13.13) without any boundary conditions. In the limiting case
m. 0 the boundary carries no mass, and it is senseless to talk about a
density P dH/dm at the individual point .. However, P(/) remains
defined by the requirement of continuity P() lira P(x) as x -+ .. Mul-
tiply the second equation in (13.13) by m and pass to the limit m - 0.
We get formally

(13.28) p. P(3) + . A P O.

In this case it is senseless to talk about t* at/o.. However, the operator /*

defined by (13.12)-(13.13) is now to be restricted by the boundary condition
(13.28). Thus, exactly as in the case of the Hilbert space (see Section 11)
the boundary conditions appear as a limiting case of the definition of operators on
the boundary. Incidentally, when the functions i appearing in the boundary
conditions (12.3) are bounded, then A P reduces to a linear combination of
P’(), P(tI), P(g:), and (13.28) reduces to a boundary condition of the
classical type.
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